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LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTLAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

We would like to begin this event with a land 
acknowledgment. Iowa State University is located on the 

ancestral lands and territory of the Baxoje (bah-kho-dzhe), or 
Ioway Nation. The United States obtained the land from the 

Meskwaki and Sauk nations in the Treaty of 1842. We wish to 
recognize our obligations to this land and to the people who 
took care of it, as well as to the 17,000 Native people who live 

in Iowa today.



Land grant acknowledgement

As a land-grant university, Iowa State University initially built its 
endowment through the lease and sale of land ceded to the United 
States by the Ho-Chunk, Ioway, Mdewahkanton, Meskwaki, 
Missouria, Omaha, Otoe, Sauk, Sisseton, Wahpekuta, Wahpeton, 
Winnebago, and Yankton. These land cessions were attempts by 
the tribes to preserve their ways of life and sovereignty in the face 
of white settler encroachment and U.S. military force. The tribes 
did not benefit from or participate in Iowa State's use of their 
lands.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Iowa State University occupies the ancestral lands and territory of the Baxoje and the lands of the Meskwaki and Sauk peoples.As a land-grant university, Iowa State University initially built its endowment through the lease and sale of land ceded to the United States by the Ho-Chunk, Ioway, Mdewahkanton, Meskwaki, Missouria, Omaha, Otoe, Sauk, Sisseton, Wahpekuta, Wahpeton, Winnebago, and Yankton. These land cessions were attempts by the tribes to preserve their ways of life and sovereignty in the face of white settler encroachment and U.S. military force. The tribes did not benefit from or participate in Iowa State's use of their lands.

https://www.landgrabu.org/
https://www.landgrabu.org/universities/iowa-state-university


Presentation overview

• Introduction
• Explanation of Library of Congress subject headings (LCSH)
• Overview of project—research and outreach
• Outcomes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 Introduction to presentation: As part of a diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) initiative at Iowa State University Library, a working group in the Metadata Services department (which is the three of us, plus Head of Metadata Services Harriet Wintermute) undertook a project to build, publish, and use a controlled vocabulary of preferred terms for Indigenous communities with ties to land that is now part of the state of Iowa.    In this presentation we'll give a brief explanation of Library of Congress Subject Headings—what they are and why they are important. We'll then discuss the project, including our research, outreach efforts, and outcomes, which include a published vocabulary, and process for adding the preferred subject headings to library catalogs. 



LCSH for Indigenous Peoples

• Many of the Library of Congress 
Subject Headings (LCSH) used to 
describe resources about Indigenous 
peoples use exonyms imposed as part 
of colonization.

• These headings are often inaccurate 
or offensive.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In general, the names for Indigenous nations used in the Library of Congress Subject Headings are based on English names for tribes imposed as part of colonization. These headings are often inaccurate and/or offensive. They may be based on names used by other peoples for the nation, corruptions of a people’s name for themselves, or based on misunderstandings.For example, the LC heading for the Meskwaki is “Fox Indians,” based on the common English name. The English name is derived from the French, “les Renards” (Pronounced: "Lay Renare") which is either derived from mistakenly applying a clan name to the entire population or from a neighboring nation’s name for the Meskwaki. In English, Meskwaki does not translate to “fox,” but rather to "People of the Red Earth."



What are the Library of Congress Subject Headings?

● The Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) are a list 
of terms used to describe the subject matter of library 
resources

● First published in 1898 by the Library of Congress to help 
organize their rapidly growing collection

● Used by most US libraries as well as some other English-
speaking countries

● Expansive and comprehensive in coverage

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) are a list of terms used to describe the subject matter of library resources (such as books, electronic journals, streaming videos, etc.)First published in 1898 by the Library of Congress to help organize their rapidly growing collection -- They have been updated continually ever sinceThey are used by most libraries in the U.S. as well as some other English-speaking countriesExpansive and comprehensive in coverage -- There are 10s of thousands covering everything from “Pine cone craft” to “Quantum biochemistry"



Controlled Vocabularies and Resource Discovery

● The Library of Congress Subject Headings are an example of a 
Controlled Vocabulary

● The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) defines a controlled vocabulary as “an 
established list of standardized terminology for use in 
indexing and retrieval of information.” (OECD Glossary of 
Statistical Terms 2005)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Library of Congress Subject Headings are an example of a Controlled Vocabulary  The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) defines a controlled vocabulary as “an established list of standardized terminology for use in indexing and retrieval of information.” (OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms 2005)In the next few slides, I'll illustrate how this is beneficial for library users



Controlled Vocabularies and Resource Discovery (slide 2)

“Corn”

Maize and grace Africa's encounter 
with a New World crop, 1500-2000, by 
James C. McCann.

Search Query Titles in catalog

The corn enterprise in Iowa, by Edgar 
B. Hurd.

Retrieved?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If I went into the library catalog, or any other database, and performed a keyword search for the word "corn," it would retrieve the first title listed on the slide, but not the second title, even though it is applicable to the subject matter of both.



Controlled Vocabularies and Resource Discovery (slide 3)

“Corn”

Maize and grace Africa's encounter 
with a New World crop, 1500-
2000, by James C. McCann.

Search
Query

Books in catalog

The corn enterprise in 
Iowa, by Edgar B. Hurd.

Retrieved?

Corn

Used for: 
Maize

LCSH

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
However, if I searched using the Library of Congress Subject Heading "Corn," it would retrieve anything for which that subject headings was applied. In this case, catalogers added the heading "Corn" to both titles. Headings can also have variant or "used for" headings. In this case, "Maize" is a variant of "Corn"



Controlled Vocabularies and Resource Discovery (slide 4)

“Jaguar”

Jaguar : one man's struggle to 
establish the world's first jaguar 
preserve

Search 
Query

Titles in catalog

Guide to the Jaguar; the complete 
story of the famous Jaguar car.

Relevant?Retrieved?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It can also prevent the retrieval of irrelevant results.For example, If I was looking for a work on the Jaguar car model, and performed a keyword search in the catalog, it would also retrieve titles on Jaguar the animal.



Controlled Vocabularies and Resource Discovery (slide 5)

“Jaguar 
automobile”

Jaguar: one man's struggle 
to establish the world's 
first jaguar preserve

Search
query

Books in catalog

Guide to the Jaguar; 
the complete story of 
the famous Jaguar car.

Retrieved?

Jaguar

Jaguar 
automobile

LCSH Relevant?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
However, I searched with the subject heading used for Jaguar the car, which is "Jaguar automobile" my results would be limited to works on that topic.To show you what this looks like in the library catalog, let me bring up a quick example (Contemporary issues in the sociology of race and ethnicity : a critical reader / edited by George J. Sefa Dei, Meredith Lordan).



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Demonstration



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Demonstration



Goals and scope

● Goals:
○ Identify unacceptable terms and their more culturally appropriate 

equivalents.
○ Create supplemental headings that accurately reflect the names of 

Indigenous peoples with ties to Iowa.
○ Build successful relationships with Indigenous nations.
○ Share information from the project with other libraries.

● Scope:
○ Nations listed on ISU’s American Indian Faculty and Staff Association 

webpage.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our project was guided by four main goals: to find headings that needed to be updated, to create headings with accurate names, and build successful relationships with Indigenous nations, and to share our outcomes with other libraries.To keep the scope of our project manageable, we chose to keep it limited to the nations that were listed as having ties to Iowa on the web page for ISU’s American Indian Faculty and Staff Association.

https://www.diversity.iastate.edu/connect/fsa/ai


Similar projects

● Manitoba Archival Information Network Headings (MAIN)
● First Nations House of Learning Subject Headings (FNHL)
● First Nations, Métis, and Inuit Indigenous Ontology

(FNMIIO)
● Library of Congress Demographic Group Terms (LCDGT)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before embarking on creating new headings, we looked for existing vocabularies that might meet our goals or provide examples for us to follow. Of the vocabularies we considered, the four listed here most closely matched our project.The Manitoba Archival Information Network Headings and the First Nations House of Learning Subject Headings both took a broad approach, revising tribal names as well as other headings pertaining to Native Americans, so that the LC heading “Indians of North America—British Columbia” becomes “Indigenous peoples—British Columbia” in MAIN or “Aboriginal Canadians—British Columbia” in FNHL. While both projects address many of the issues we were looking at they are limited to a Canadian context, so do not have revised names for peoples with ties to Iowa.Another Canadian-specific project is the First Nations, Métis, and Inuit Indigenous Ontology, which, like our project, focuses on group names. Like MAIN and FNHL, its focus on the Canadian context did not make it immediately applicable to our goals.The Library of Congress Demographic Group Terms include names of numerous different demographic groups, including Indigenous peoples, for example “Lakota (North American people).” Unfortunately for our needs, the vocabulary currently includes only 15 Native American groups, none of which were within the scope of our project.

https://main.lib.umanitoba.ca/indigenous-subject-headings
https://xwi7xwa.library.ubc.ca/collections/indigenous-knowledge-organization/
https://www.nikla-ancla.com/post/first-nations-metis-and-inuit-indigenous-ontologies-fnmiio
https://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCDGT/freelcdgt.html


Outreach planning

● Research Indigenous community names to develop new 
headings

● Identify contacts for each Indigenous nation
○ Focus on Galleries, Libraries, Archives, and Museums 

(GLAM,) education, and language professionals where 
possible

● Draft outreach letter
● Share draft letter with knowledgeable colleagues
● Revise outreach process

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To make sure our new subject headings were accurate and reflected the names used by the communities they were meant to describe, we planned to contact members of the nations listed on the FSA page.We visited each nation’s official websites, where possible, and compiled a list of contact options. We focused on contacting fellow librarians, museum and historical preservation staff, and language program staff employed by each nation. When we could not identify any such staff we fell back to general contact options, such as a webform or email, in hope that it would be routed to an appropriate person.We then drafted a letter to introduce our project and to ask for feedback on our proposed headings. We shared the draft with colleagues knowledgeable in DEI and American Indian studies for review. One of the people we shared the draft with, Omar Poler, a librarian, and the American Indian curriculum services coordinator at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, suggested offering something in exchange for the time and expertise we were asking others to share.



LibGuide and ILL service
● Provide resources and 

services
○ Free interlibrary loan
○ Publishing with the 

Digital Press
○ Relevant resources

■ in the library
■ online
■ in archives and 

special collections https://go.iastate.edu/UAREL3

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Poler’s suggestion ultimately led to the creation of a LibGuide and a new interlibrary loan program. The LibGuide includes a bibliography of resources created by members of nations with ties to Iowa, links to finding aids for archival and special collections with material on Indigenous Iowans, and information on the publishing with the library's Digital Press. The guide also includes instructions on how to participate in the free interlibrary loan program, which allows borrowers from the nations listed in the LibGuide to receive materials from our library without their library being charged standard lending fees.

https://go.iastate.edu/UAREL3


Outreach & Response

● 3 rounds of outreach and follow-up
● Members of 13 nations responded out of 21 contacted
● Feedback: approvals, suggestions, context
● Example changes:

● "Bodewéwadmik" to "Bodwéwadmik"
● "Daawaa" to "Odawa"
● "Jiwere-Nut'achi" alongside "Otoe-Missouria"

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After completing the LibGuide, we began our outreach in July, 2021. We sent the contacts we’d identified in the planning stage an updated version of our outreach letter. This initial round of outreach was followed up by two more rounds for those nations we did not hear back from. In our follow up we reached out to different members of the contacted communities where possible and in a few cases followed up by phone as well as email.In the end, we received responses from 13 of 21 communities contacted. We were unable to contact one community, El Nacimiento de la Tribu Kikapú, because they do not appear to have an official website and we were unable to identify any means of contact.In general, the feedback we received was from individual community members and does not necessarily represent the official position of their tribal governments. However, the Bah Kho-Je: Iowa Tribe of Oklahoma did give us official consent to use our proposed heading after our contact forwarded our request. In addition to feedback on our headings themselves respondents also frequently shared additional contextual information and sometimes referred us to additional people to seek feedback from.Based on the feedback we received, we made a number of alterations to our headings, including correcting spellings, such as removing an extra "e" in Bodwéwadmik and changing "Daawaa" to "Odawa." Our respondent from the Otoe-Missouria found our initial heading acceptable, but suggested adding "Jiwere-Nut'achi" as an additional heading.



Vocabulary

• Title: Subject headings for 
Iowa Indigenous peoples

• Friendly URL:
https://go.iastate.edu/JTJXQL

• Possible uses:
○ Library descriptive work
○ Reference source
○ Research

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Following the outreach stage of the project, we developed a vocabulary of preferred subject headings for Iowa Indigenous peoples. We implemented the vocabulary in our library catalog—which I’ll demonstrate in a moment.We also wanted to meet our goal of sharing this information, so we created a public Google sheet, titled Subject Headings for Iowa Indigenous Peoples . We've shared the friendly URL on the slide.This vocabulary has several possible uses:Main use: Descriptive cataloging or metadata work by librarians, archivists, curators, publishersReference source for academic research and writingLibrary research (students and others)

https://go.iastate.edu/JTJXQL%E2%80%8B


Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now I'll switch to a browser window and give a brief explanation of the columns in the vocabulary. https://go.iastate.edu/JTJXQLColumn A, preferred subject headings, lists the terms that resulted from our research and outreach to Indigenous communities with ties to IowaThese are broad terms that represent peoples, as indicated by the parenthetical phrase (North American Indigenous peoples) after each term We recommend the use of these preferred subject headings in place of or in addition to the LCSH in Column BIn Column B, LCSH, you’ll see that some headings include terms more specific than the people as a whole—e.g., Iowa language or Fox art.In those cases, for cataloging/metadata work, we recommend the use of multiple terms—e.g., instead of “Fox art” use Meskwaki (North American Indigenous peoples) AND Art, American (see https://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85007537.html)Column C shows the names of the communities we contacted and links to their official websites. These are political entities—federally recognized tribes or legal organizations.You’ll see that most of the preferred subject headings in Column A have a one-to-many relationship to the names in Column C—e.g., Ioway describes the people belonging to the Iowa Tribe of Kansas and Nebraska and Bah Kho-Je: Iowa Tribe of Oklahoma, which are two related but distinct tribes (representative of the former noted they’d been split since the era of relocation in the 19th century)Column D lists additional alternate names and spellings for the peoples represented by the political entities. We gathered these during our initial research stages.We don’t have any recommendations for their use but provided them for reference and additional searchability. Finally, Columns E and F show the response of each community to our proposal and any clarifying notes about the response.The Jiwere-Nut'achi and others provided spelling corrections or alternative names for their people, which we added to the preferred column A



Implementation

• Automated updates to library catalog

• Normalization rules
 Check for LCSH 

(vocabulary column B)
 Add preferred subject heading 

(vocabulary column A)
as supplemental local heading

• Code available on GitHub

rule "add 650_7 $$a Ioway (North American Indigenous peoples) $$2 local"
when
(exists "650.{*,*}.a.Iowa Indians*")
AND
(not exists "650.{-,7}.a.Ioway (North American Indigenous peoples)")
then
addField "650.{-,7}.a.Ioway (North American Indigenous peoples)"
addSubField "650.2.local" if (exists "650.{-,7}.a.Ioway (North American 
Indigenous peoples)")
end

rule "add 650_7 $$a Meskwaki (North American Indigenous peoples) $$2 local"
when
(exists "650.{*,*}.a.Fox Indians*|Sauk Indians*|Fox women*")
AND
(not exists "650.{-,7}.a.Meskwaki (North American Indigenous peoples)")
then
addField "650.{-,7}.a.Meskwaki (North American Indigenous peoples)"
addSubField "650.2.local" if (exists "650.{-,7}.a.Meskwaki (North American 
Indigenous peoples)")
end

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now I’ll explain how we implemented the vocabulary in our library catalog.In our library services platform (called Ex Libris Alma) we created an automated process using what are called normalization rules. These rules:Check existing and new catalog records for any of the LCSH (terms in Column B of the vocabulary)When these LCSH are found, add the corresponding preferred subject heading (vocab column A) to the recordWe decided to add the preferred terms as supplemental local subject headings so that researchers will be able to find resources by searching for either the preferred headings or the existing LC subject headings.If you're interested, the code is available on GitHub.

https://github.com/isu-meta/alma-normalization-rules/blob/master/add-supplemental-heading-for-american-indian-community.txt


Demonstration

• Iowa State University Library 
Quick Search:
https://www.lib.iastate.edu

• Records for resources in local 
catalog show preferred subject 
headings

• Example: Sac, Fox, and Iowa 
Indians (1974)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next I'll demonstrate how you can use the preferred subject headings in the Iowa State University Library catalog.You can access the catalog through the Quick Search box on the library homepage at https://www.lib.iastate.edu/ You’ll be able to see that records for resources in the local catalog now show the preferred subject headings, as in this screenshot example of a 1974 book titled Sac, Fox, and Iowa Indians (1974), which I'll open in a browser: https://iowa-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/12tutg/01IASU_ALMA21231423340002756

https://www.lib.iastate.edu
https://iowa-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/12tutg/01IASU_ALMA21231423340002756


Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
(Demonstration continued from Sac, Fox, and Iowa Indians record.)In Quick Search, you can search for preferred terms in our vocabulary with or without the parenthetical description (NAIP)I'll search for Bodwéwadmik preferred heading without its diacritical markThe search yields books with various spellings of Potawatomi in titlese.g., record for Prairie People (1998) shows LCSH and two preferred subject headings, https://iowa-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/12tutg/01IASU_ALMA21181365550002756 Next I'll search for the preferred term for the old Miami Indians heading, MyaamiaYields articles and other resources with Myaamia in title; many of these are resources pulled in from various library databasesSo we'll filter by ISU Collections to see resources in our local catalog. These results include books with the older Miami spelling and books without Myaamia or Miami in the title at alle.g., Kekionga! : the worst defeat in the history of the U.S. Army, which before this project, you may not have found without doing a more advanced search https://iowa-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/ar6bh2/01IASU_ALMA21222770940002756 



Other implementations

• Iowa State University Digital Collections 
metadata:
https://digitalcollections.lib.iastate.edu

• University of Iowa's Publications of the Office 
of the State Archeologist:
https://digital.lib.uiowa.edu/islandora/object/
ui%3Aosa_pubs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Although we’ve implemented the preferred headings only in our local catalog so far, they aren’t limited to that use.We plan to use them in our digital collections metadata.The University of Iowa has already begun using them in one of their digital collections, Publications of the Office of the State Archeologist, https://digital.lib.uiowa.edu/islandora/object/ui%3Aosa_pubsAn example from that collection is this poster for Iowa Archaeology Month 2003: First Contact, https://digital.lib.uiowa.edu/islandora/object/ui%3A29582You can see our vocabulary's preferred headings under Subjects (Local)

https://digitalcollections.lib.iastate.edu
https://digital.lib.uiowa.edu/islandora/object/ui%3Aosa_pubs


Ongoing work

● Article forthcoming 
in Library Resources & 
Technical Services

● Collaboration with other 
institutions

● Linked data vocabulary
http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q442679

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In addition to sharing our vocabulary via Google Sheets, and with you today, we are looking to continue our work on this project in a number of ways.Along with our colleague Harriet Wintermute, we've written an article about the project, soon to be published in Library Resources & Technical Services Over the course of the project we met with librarians from the University of Denver and from the University of Iowa to discuss our work; we’d like to see this effort carried on by institutions in other regionsWe’re planning to incorporate the Indigenous Peoples of Iowa vocabulary in a linked data vocabulary for local names and subjectsIn case you are unfamiliar with linked data, it's a means of making concepts, people, and other entities more easily discoverable and usable online, outside of the library and Iowa State An example of a linked data project you may have heard of is Wikidata 

https://journals.ala.org/index.php/lrts/index
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To close out the presentation, we'd like to express our gratitude to all the respondents who took time to provide feedback on our subject headings.We also want to thank our colleagues for their feedback, collaboration, and support over the course of this project.



Q & A

Think of something later?

metadata@iastate.edu

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And that’s it. We're happy to answer any questions you have. You can also email our department account listed here with any questions or feedback you think of later.

mailto:metadata@iastate.edu
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